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Abstract 

The classical probabilistic reliability theory and fuzzy reliability theory cannot directly measure the uncertainty 

of structural reliability with uncertain variables, i.e., subjective random and fuzzy variables. In order to simultane-

ously satisfy the duality of randomness and subadditivity of fuzziness in the reliability problem, a new quantifica-

tion method for the reliability of structures is presented based on uncertainty theory, and an uncertain-

ty-theory-based perspective of classical Cornell reliability index is explored. In this paper, by introducing the un-

certainty theory, we adopt the uncertain measure to quantify the reliability of structures for the subjective probabil-

ity or fuzzy variables, instead of probabilistic and possibilistic measures. We utilize uncertain variables to uniform-

ly represent the subjective random and fuzzy parameters, based on which we derive solutions to analyze the uncer-

tainty reliability of structures with uncertainty distributions. Moreover, we propose the Cornell uncertainty reliabil-

ity index based on the uncertain expected value and variance. Experimental results on three numerical applications 

demonstrate the validity of the proposed method. 
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1. Introduction
1
 

Reliability analysis has been a hot research topic in recent years, as the influences of uncertainty arising on loads, 

material properties, dimensions, and geometries become more and more profound 1. This topic has a wide range of 

applications in the design and analysis of structural systems for aerospace vehicles, civil engineering, and manu-

facturing industry 2.  

Probability theory is one of the most classical and prevailing tools in dealing with uncertain variables, which has 

been widely used to estimate structural reliability and safety by calculating the probability of failure and the reliabil-

ity index  2-5, and a lot of probabilistic reliability methods have been proposed in literature such as the first-order 

method 2, 5, 6, the second-order method 2, 6, the response surface method 7, 8, and the numerical sampling simulation 

method 7, 9. 

However, in practical structural engineering, beside randomness which can be modelled by probabilistic theory 

with Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs) 3, 9, 10 we encounter epistemic uncertainty 3, 10, caused by things such 

as loss of information, limited knowledge, and inevitable man-made mistakes 3, 11, 12. It cannot be well explained by 

randomness and probabilistic models. Although, for uncertain problems in structural engineering, a random varia-

ble is always employed to represent a kind of subject probability, which is conducted by experts’ judgments (subjec-

tive interpretation) 10, the uncertainty of this variable is actually fuzziness from experts’ judgements3. In this sense, 
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